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The SE-i is a two-band Stereo-Equalizer (banded by frequency) with adjustable time lag between bands which doubles the input and output sounds at the same time. This amazing pedal can produce unique stereo-dependent tones. Time lag controls your signal delay and is measured in seconds. This great effect can produce sonic signatures that you just have never heard before. Super Echo SE-i Technical Features: • Two
independent high-frequency and low-frequency EQ sections • Four main dial controls: Feedback, Delay Left, Delay Right and Dry-to-Wet • Each band is bordered by controls for equalization, delay, and L/R • Each band controls two stereo channels • Built-in stereo delay • Three dry/wet settings • High and low frequency gain control • Master volume control • Separate low and high frequency volumes • Customizable in
Ableton Live • Control playback in full stereo sound • Includes all Ableton Live and Live Lite software • Analog Loop Out for 1/4" or 3.5mm Output • Self-powered USB cable not included • Requires a computer with USB port, such as Mac, PC, or Android tablet The PRE-8 brings together the highest-quality features and controls found in flagship recording consoles, in a package small enough to fit on a desktop. These
include high-quality mic preamps, a pair of high-quality stereo amps, and the best of the latest 64-bit technology, such as 64-bit ODEs, high-precision oscillators, and dual analog delay lines. In the PRE-8, two channels of uncompromising analog stereo sound are at your fingertips. Additionally, the PRE-8 boasts eight high-quality mic preamps with a frequency response of 35Hz to 20kHz, +/-15dB. The mic preamps are
"balanced" with true Hi-Z mode enabled. For further isolation from surrounding sounds, the PRE-8 is equipped with a pair of high-quality stereo amps. The PRE-8 is equipped with two independent sets of mic preamps, four XLR mic inputs, and two line inputs, for a total of eight. One-of-a-kind control features include XLR and ¼"-inch line outputs with an RCA XLR combo output, a panel-mounted crossfader, and rotary
controls for Master and Transport. Additionally, the PRE-8 features
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Delay-like effect with realistic feedback. "The body of the Super Echo SE-i is a tad larger than our beloved SE-ii, but it’s not too big of a deal: it has a more natural feel, but retains the superior sonic characteristics of the SE-ii as well. An intuitive, GUI-based control panel makes adjusting features and settings a cinch. No Comments Super Echo SE-i has four main dial controls: Feedback, Delay Left, Delay Right and Dry-toWet. Super Echo SE-i is a useful software which is commonly used for doubling up smaller sounding instruments much in the way that a reverb effect would be used. This is achieved through the use of time-lagged sound capture-to-playback settings. Unique atmospheric moods can be created using the stereo-independent features of this pedal. Super Echo SE-i Description: Delay-like effect with realistic feedback. "The body of
the Super Echo SE-i is a tad larger than our beloved SE-ii, but it’s not too big of a deal: it has a more natural feel, but retains the superior sonic characteristics of the SE-ii as well. An intuitive, GUI-based control panel makes adjusting features and settings a cinch. No Comments "One of my favorite use-cases for this pedal is looping samples for more aggressive flavors in creating pads. It’s kind of a simple, but interesting trick
that works great for a variety of situations." "The Super Echo SE-i pedal has a somewhat pleasing sound due to its echo chambers. Most tones are placed at the middle of the EQ, and can be adjusted later. It's a somewhat narrow frequency band compared to the SE-ii, but this can be attributed to the fact that it's an emulation, so it probably sounds a little more natural. While the SE-i doesn't have the warm sounding sound of the
SE-ii, it's easily the most versatile. Using the Feedback and Delay controls, the pedal can be used to create any type of echo, from natural reverb, to any kind of delay or modulation effect. The Dry/Wet controls can be used to control the frequency response, and they're a bit strange, as it's not a wave form, but a pressure output instead. This can be an interesting way to make super bright sounds. When used with distortion, you

What's New in the?
The simplest way to create your own unique guitar tone is with Super Echo SE-i. By using this two-knob effects pedal, you can create a new, unique sound effect without having to spend hours in the recording studio and/or spending a fortune in the guitar shop. Super Echo SE-i is a unique time-lagged effects pedal, designed to create the illusion of doubling your guitar signal at-the-other-end-of-the-guitar. This is achieved by
doubling the signal input to the same output. Then by adjusting the delay time, you can create the desired effect. Super Echo SE-i can also be used for guitar-over-loud-piano applications. This would be achieved by playing a guitar signal into Super Echo SE-i, and then playing another guitar signal through the same output-feedback. The second guitar signal would then be played through a large PA speaker system. A working
example of the Super Echo SE-i in use is provided at the end of the article. Super Echo SE-i is a great way to go for live use; great for doubling your guitar playing live on stage. With the various time-lagged tones available, you can easily cover a wide range of applications, or you can play along with your favorite song. It is a versatile, compact pedal, and includes control knobs to easily adjust the sound characteristics of the
pedal. Super Echo SE-i is sold as a standalone (not included with a pedalboard) or with a standard USB power supply; cable required (included). Super Echo SE-i is compatible with standard 1/4” connectors (it is not equipped with jacks for XLR cables). Super Echo SE-i can be used with any guitar, either mono or stereo, and is designed to operate from 6-to-500 Hz, at 1/32, 1/64, 1/16 and 1/32 octaves. Super Echo SE-i is
powered with 9 volts DC, and includes a 9.5 volt battery and a 12VDC “crank-jack” adapter. Super Echo SE-i Features: • Four (4) main dial controls: Feedback, Delay Left, Delay Right and Dry-to-Wet• Ultra compact in size• Time-lagged effects Delay The delay setting is set at 60 milliseconds. In theory, this is twice as long as a traditional electronic delay. In practice, it works well, and can be used as a reverb effect as well.
Delay control: • Feedback – Set the feedback level, which is the amount of sound that “feeds back” into the input (i.e. the amount of “dry” sound that goes through the circuit to the input).• Delay Left – Control the amount of
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System Requirements For Super Echo SE-i:
You need to install Adobe Flash Player on your computer before playing this game. You can get the latest version of Flash Player from the following website: If you have an older computer, you may have to get Adobe Flash Player from another website. You may not be able to play this game if you have a recent security update (known as a security fix) for Adobe Flash Player installed on your computer. Please try uninstalling
any security fix for Flash Player you may have
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